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ABSTRACT
The presence of statistical signatures of both double and sin-
gle JPEG compression in an image indicates its maliciousness,
and several techniques have been proposed using this fact to de-
tect tempered images. One such statistical signature is known as
JPEG ghosts where the presence of minima and local minima in
the DCT coefficients of a JPEG image proves the existence of
double JPEG compression. Moreover, it can localize the double
JPEG compression quite successfully. However, this paper presents
an adversarial method that can erase the statistical signature of
the double JPEG compression without affecting the visual qual-
ity of the image. The proposed adversarial technique approxi-
mates the DCT coefficients using low-degree polynomials in such
a way that no trace of prior JPEG compression can be detected.
The transformed DCT coefficients exhibit statistical properties
that are similar to uncompressed images. This technique success-
fully defeats the JPEG ghost-based forensic detection and local-
ization method which raises serious concern regarding the robust-
ness of the existing forensics schemes based on the JPEG artifacts.

General Terms
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Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
Frequent use of powerful image editing software to alter and en-
hance digital images has created an aura of mistrust around them.
In recent times, multimedia forensics is gaining popularity to re-
store trust. A wide variety of forensics schemes are now available
that identify the maliciousness of an image [19, 30, 23, 8, 4, 14,
31, 18, 32, 1, 15, 22]. Most forensics schemes rely on the sta-
tistical signatures left behind by different image processing oper-
ations to identify the maliciousness of an image. Some of these
statistical signatures may not be robust enough to withstand the at-
tempt of signature removal using adversarial methods. To unearth
such weaknesses, a proper security evaluation of every forensics
scheme should be carried out before its deployment in live sys-
tems. Consequently, the development of adversarial schemes got

prominence to highlight the capabilities as well as weaknesses of
existing forensics techniques [10, 29, 25, 21]. In this paper, an ad-
versarial method has been proposed to highlight the weakness of
the forensics scheme proposed by H. Farid [12].
JPEG is the most popular image compression technique that is sup-
ported by the majority of image acquisition devices. Due to this, a
large number of forensic technique is proposed based on the statis-
tical properties of JPEG compression. One such property that JPEG
compression is not idempotent is widely used to detect and local-
ize the tempered regions of a JPEG image. For example, digital
tampering is sometimes performed by combining parts of different
images to create a new JPEG image. This in turn may create an im-
age where some portions of the newly produced image underwent
double JPEG compression. As statistical signatures of single and
double JPEG compression is quite distinct, forensics schemes could
easily unearth the tempered regions (i.e., double JPEG compressed
areas) of the image. It is obvious that if it is possible to erase or
modify the statistical signatures of JPEG compression without af-
fecting the image quality, the forensics schemes will fail to recog-
nize the tampered regions. Several adversarial methods are avail-
able in the existing literature which is based on this principle.
One of the pioneering works in the field of adversarial forensics
has been presented by Stamm et al. [29]. They have added ran-
dom dither to the quantized DCT coefficients to remove statisti-
cal distortions present in the quantized DCT coefficients. The dis-
persal of the dither signal depends on the spread of DCT coeffi-
cients. It removes the traces of blocking operations performed by
the JPEG compression. This simple adversarial method renders the
Fan et al. [11] forensic scheme ineffective. However, the said anti-
forensics operation leaves a trail of signatures on the image which
can be utilized to identify the use of anti-forensics on the image.
An improvement over Stamm et al. [29] scheme has been proposed
by Qian et al. [25]. Signatures like blocking artifacts, comb-like
histogram, and noise abnormality are removed using the Qian et al.
technique.
Detection of double JPEG (DJPEG) compression performed using
the same quantization matrix is quite difficult and the same has
been first carried out by Huang et al. [13] using compression error
analysis. A further enhanced version of the proposed scheme has
been developed by Niu et al. [24]. They used truncation error as
a key factor to differentiate between single and double compres-
sion. An adversarial method to defeat the scheme [13] has been
proposed by Li et al. [20]. They have added an adaptive random
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dither to the DCT coefficients of a DJPEG image to hide the JPEG
compression artifacts without degrading the visual quality of the
image. The addition of random dither fools the detector completely.
In a similar direction, Fan et al. [9] proposed a total variation (TV)
based adversarial method for the removal of JPEG signatures. It
consists of four steps: (1) a Total Variation (TV)-based deblock-
ing; (2) perceptual DCT histogram smoothing; (3) TV-based de-
blocking; (4) de-calibration. This method diminishes the distortion
in spatial as well as DCT domain and is effective against several
forensics methods. An improvised version of the Fan et al. scheme
with an enhanced denoising algorithm and deblocking technique
has been proposed by Singh et al [28]. In [17] Kumar et al. added
dither signal to the coefficients in the frequency domain by com-
puting Discrete Fractional Cosine Transform with shifted block to
conceal the JPEG compression history. This method provides bet-
ter concealability and image quality as compared to the Singh et al.
scheme.
Manipulating the traces of JPEG compression often degrades the
quality of an image. Considering this, Fan et al. [10] developed
a deconvolution framework for image tampering. The proposed
method maintains better visual quality as well as forensic unde-
tectability of the tampered image as compared to the preceding
methods. Estimating the spatial heterogeneous convolution ker-
nel is the trickiest part of the framework. Again, to overlay the
footprints of JPEG compression Chu et al.[2] proposed a forging
scheme that makes a trade-off among concealability, data rate and
distortion. An adjustable dither noise was inserted in the DCT val-
ues of the manipulated image such that its histogram looks alike the
histogram of the uncompressed image. The rate of forensics traces
is decreased with the change in distortion, whereas it is increased
with high-quality secondary JPEG compression. In [7], T. K. Das
developed a counter-forensics technique that reduces the distortion
as long as it is generated by the JPEG compression or the distortion
can be identified in the DCT domain. The proposed scheme effi-
ciently removes the JPEG footprints to fool the forensics detectors.
A Convolutional Neural Network-based anti-forensics scheme has
been proposed by Kim et al.in [16] to mislead the singly JPEG and
doubly JPEG detectors. They have used the histogram loss function
and deblocking loss function for better undetectability. These func-
tions assisted the neural network to learn the distribution of DCT
in uncompressed images that can be helpful to generate counter-
forensically modified JPEG images.
To restore the trust in digital images several forensics schemes are
available for ensuring the authenticity of an image. JPEG ghost de-
tection [12] is one of the pioneers. Farid et al. [12] used the pres-
ence of local minima that appeared due to double quantization arti-
fact for detection and localization of the malicious region (or JPEG
ghost) of an image. The forensics detectors have a basic assumption
that the forgers don’t have the technical know-how regarding the
basic image processing operation. Recent ongoing research trends
void this assumption.
In this paper, an adversarial scheme has been proposed to produce
doubly compressed JPEG images free from double quantization
artifacts to deceive JPEG ghost detector [12]. JPEG ghost is the
identifiable presence of a region(or regions) with a double quan-
tization artifact in an image that appeared to be compressed only
once. Our prime objective is to remove or alter the statistical feature
of primary JPEG compression from the JPEG patch(or patches)
and make it(or them) appear to be the uncompressed one before
forgery(pasting it over the uncompressed image). After forgery,
while the second compression takes place the statistical artifact of
the forged region(or regions) will look alike the statistical artifact
of single compression. This restricts the creation of double quanti-

zation artifact in the forged region(or regions) and the whole image
bears the statistical signature of single compression with no traces
of JPEG ghost. Further decalibration fine-tunes the process by re-
moving the traces left at the boundaries of the forged region(or re-
gions).
To simulate the proposed scheme, we choose to alter the most sig-
nificant statistical signature of JPEG compression termed as ”rate
of zero coefficients”. When an uncompressed image got JPEG com-
pressed, the rate of zero coefficients in the DCT domain is in-
creased due to the quantization process. The uncompressed version
of that image has very few zero coefficients. This statistical feature
is utilized by forensics researchers to differentiate between uncom-
pressed images and JPEG compressed images. However, if we can
reduce the rate of zero coefficients of a singly compressed image
below the threshold limit, the singly compressed image will appear
as an uncompressed one. To achieve this, we designed an approx-
imation algorithm using a low-degree polynomial curve fitting to
reduce the number of zero coefficients in a single JPEG. The al-
gorithm approximates the non-zero values of zero coefficients in a
range similar to the uncompressed one and substitutes them without
much affecting the quality of the image.
The rest of the paper is comprised as follows: Section 2 presents
a brief overview of the tamper detection techniques proposed by
H. Farid [12]. Section 3 introduces the details of our proposed
method. The Experimental setup and observations are discussed in
Section 4. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. OVERVIEW OF JPEG GHOST DETECTION
TECHNIQUE

Detection of forgery using JPEG artifacts is a common practice
among forensics experts. In general, forgers used to combine dif-
ferent images to hide some details or to create a new one. Most of
the time these participating images are of different qualities. While
considering this, H. Farid [12] observed that, if any portion of the
composite image previously gets compressed with a lower quality
factor than the resultant image, it leaves a footprint. He coined the
term ’JPEG Ghost’ to refer the statistical footprint of prior quanti-
zation in doubly compressed JPEG images and used it to identify
the forgery.
During JPEG ghost detection, the suspect image gets recompressed
with different quality factors. For each quality factor, a difference
image gets computed by considering the suspect image and its re-
compressed version to obtain the statistical footprint.
Instead of computing the difference between quantized DCT co-
efficients, they have used the difference in pixel values directly to
analyze the cumulative effect of quantization using equation 1.

∆(η, γ,Q) =
1

3

ι=3∑
ι=1

[f(η, γ, ι)− fQ(η, γ, ι)]
2 (1)

Where f(η, γ, ι); ι ∈ (1, 2, 3) represents three RGB color chan-
nels, and fQ(η, γ, ι) is the result of compressing f(η, γ, ι) at qual-
ity Q. The JPEG ghosts can be easily detected for grayscale images
by computing ∆(η, γ,Q) for single color channel.
To reduce the influence of image content over the difference mea-
suring procedure (detection accuracy), they computed a spatially
averaged difference ξ(η, γ,Q) over a (b × b) pixel region using
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed Adversarial scheme

equation 2.

ξ(η, γ,Q) =
1

3

ι=3∑
ι=1

1

b2

b−1∑
bη=0

b−1∑
bγ=0

[f(η + bη, γ + bγ , ι)

−fQ(η + bη, γ + bγ , ι)]
2

(2)

In the subsequent phase, ξ(η, γ,Q) further gets normalized using
equation 3 so that the difference ξ(η, γ,Q) at each spatial location
(η, γ) is scaled into the range [0,1]

∆(η, γ,Q) =
ξ(η, γ,Q)−minQ[ξ(η, γ,Q)]

maxQ[ξ(η, γ,Q)]−minQ[ξ(η, γ,Q)]
(3)

Although the JPEG ghosts are highly salient in the case of visual
inspection, it is still beneficial to identify the statistical difference
of a specified region from the rest of the image. Thus, the two-
sampled Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) statistics [3] has been applied
to check whether the distribution of pixel values in two regions of
a difference-image is similar or different using equation 4.

κ = max
ν

|ζ1(ν)− ζ2(ν)| (4)

Where ζ1(ν) and ζ2(ν) represents the cumulative probability
distributions of two specific regions in the computed difference
∆(η, γ,Q). Each value of Q gets considered separately. If the value
of ’κ’ reaches beyond a threshold limit, it ensures the presence of
a JPEG ghost and maliciousness of an image. A generalized ver-
sion of the JPEG Ghost detection algorithm proposed in [12] is
presented in Algorithm 1.

3. PROPOSED ADVERSARIAL FRAMEWORK
If an image contains the statistical signature of single as well as
double compression, it ensures the maliciousness of that image.
Forensics experts use this feature to identify and localize forgery.
Although, it has been observed that altering the statistical footprints
without much disturbing the visual quality of an image is an easy
task to fool the forensics detectors. Let us first describe the frame-
work to defeat any double JPEG compression detection scheme.
There may be two different approaches for removing the signature
of double JPEG compression.

In one approach the attacker tries to remove the identified traces
of JPEG compression from the doubly compressed JPEG image to
make it behaves like an uncompressed one. However, the image
quality degrades rapidly in this case.
In the second approach, the main objective is to remove the statis-
tical footprints of JPEG compression from the singly compressed
JPEG image to make it appear like an uncompressed one. There-
fore, while recompression takes place the resultant image will bear
only the signature of single JPEG compression and can easily evade
the forensics detectors.
This paper presents an adversarial approach to remove the foren-
sics traces of local minima in the distribution of quantized DCT
coefficients to deceive the JPEG ghost detector[12].
Farid et al. [12] consider the very common scenario of forgery,
where the forgers try to manipulate an image by inserting a JPEG
patch (initially gets compressed with Q0) over an uncompressed
image. In the subsequent phase, the forgers try to resave it into
JPEG with a different quality factor Q1 to hide the traces of forgery.
This results in the forged region to gets compressed twice, whereas
the rest of the image gets compressed only once. The double com-
pression leaves its statistical footprint or trail in the forged region.
H.Farid [12] used it in their forensics technique to detect the forged
image. The suspect image I under forensics observation is re-saved
with different quality factors Q2 to obtain IQ2

. The eq. 1 to 3 has
been used to compute the difference between image I and its vari-
ous quality factor variants IQ2

for identifying the JPEG ghost.
As explained in Section 2, if the quality factor of some portion of
a forged image is different from the rest of the image, the differ-
ence between I and IQ2

will be minimum when Q0 = Q2 and
Q1 = Q2. The presence of local minima due to Q0 = Q2 is re-
ferred as JPEG ghost, as it reveals the JPEG compression history. It
also ensures that the coefficients were previously quantized (com-
pressed) with a larger quantization step size(lower quality).
Farther, the identified forged location is verified statistically using
the K-S statistics [3] as given in eq. 4. The K-S statistics computes
the statistical difference between the forged region and the rest of
the image. If the K-S statistics for any quality factor variants ex-
ceeded a specified threshold, the image will be classified as manip-
ulated.
The proposed adversarial technique works in two phases to de-
ceive the JPEG ghost detector. In the first phase, Algorithm 2 is
used to remove the quantization effect of single compression from
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Algorithm 1 Detection of JPEG Ghost in doubly compressed image.
Input: Suspicious JPEG image I .
Output: Forgery detection Result.

1: procedure JPEG GHOST DETECTION(I)
2: for Q = 1 to 100 do
3: Recompress the suspicious Image I with quality factor Q to obtain IRQ .
4: Compute the difference (in pixel values) between I and IRQ using equation 2 and 3.
5: Compute the statistical difference κ between the suspect region and rest of the image using equation 4
6: if κ ≥ threshold then
7: Presence of JPEG ghost detected. Mark the image as forged.
8: else
9: Mark the image as unchanged.

10: end if
11: end for
12: end procedure

Algorithm 2 Removal of quantization effect from a singly compressed JPEG image.
Input: Singly compressed JPEG image J .
Output: Approximated image J

′
of J in any uncompressed format.

1: procedure APPROXIMATED IMAGE GENERATION(J)
2: Consider/Take the image J into DCT domain.
3: I = J
4: for λ ∈ Y,Cb, Cr do
5: Read the block wise de-quantized DCT coefficients from J . Where each block B is of dimension 8× 8 and total no. of block is

n.
6: for i = 1 to n do
7: Copy the DCT coefficients of block Bi into a 1D arrayAi by performing zigzag scanning.
8: Sort Ai in descending order and also maintain a vector table so that Bi can be restored from Ai.
9: Exclude the DC coefficient A0

i from farther processing.
10: Divide A1,...,63

i into two sub groups Gυ and Gs.
11: Gυ consists of DCT coefficients from A1,...,mid

i and Gs consists of Amid,...,63
i . The value of mid is computed by Eq. 5.

12: if β and τ be the first and last index of the DCT coefficients having value zero in sorted Ai. then

mid =

[
β + τ

2

]
(5)

13: end if
14: Use Eq. 6 to fit the polynomial p1 and p2 of degree d corresponding to the Gυ and Gs respectively.

p = ax3 + bx2 + cx+ d (6)

15: Obtain the approximated DCT coefficients G
′
υ and G

′
s from polynomial p1 and p2 respectively.

16: Change the value of DC coefficient A0
i by p% to get Ā0

i .
17: Combine Ā0

i , G
′
υ and G

′
s to get Āi.

18: Obtain approximated DCT block B̄i from Āi using vector table.
19: if B̄i and Bi are visually same then
20: Replace Bi by B̄i in Iλ.
21: end if
22: end for
23: end for
24: Perform Inverse DCT to take the approximated image I in spatial domain. Resave it in any Uncompressed format to obtain J

′
.

25: end procedure

a singly compressed JPEG image J , by approximating the DCT
coefficients. Afterwards, a portion of the approximated image is
going to be inserted in the uncompressed image U. The proposed
algorithm extends the basic polynomial fitting algorithm presented

in [5, 6] to approximate the DCT coefficients that restrict the gener-
ation of JPEG ghosts. The second phase follows the steps of Algo-
rithm 3 that removes the forensic traces of double JPEG compres-
sion.
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Algorithm 3 Removal of Forensics Traces of Double JPEG Compression.
Input: Uncompressed image U and Singly compressed JPEG image JQ0

Output: Attacked image JA by removal of Forensics Traces of Double JPEG Compression.
1: procedure ATTACKED IMAGE GENERATION(U, JQ0

)
2: Get the approximated image J

′
from a singly compressed JPEG image JQ0

using Algorithm 2.
3: Now,crop J

′
crp from J

′
and paste it over U to obtain J

′
P

4: Re-compress J
′
P with Q1 to obtain a JPEG image J

′
Q1

, where Q1 > Q0.
5: Apply the de-calibration process on J

′
Q1

to get attacked image JA.
6: end procedure

Fig. 2. Distribution of DCT Coefficients in Uncompressed, Singly compressed, and Approximated Image

Thus, the values of DCT coefficients in a forged image can be ap-
proximated in such a manner that its statistical property looks like
an original image. Here, the statistical property refers to the total
number of zero-valued DCT coefficients.
The concept behind the usage of Algorithms 2-3 can be explained
using Fig. 2. It shows the distribution of DCT coefficients in origi-
nally uncompressed (i.e. UCID00001.tif), Singly compressed, and
DCT approximated Singly compressed JPEG images. It can be ob-
served from the figure that there is a very less number of zero-
valued DCT coefficients in the original image, whereas a much
higher number of zero-valued DCT coefficients are present in its
singly compressed version. The total number of zero-valued DCT
coefficients in the Approximated version of the singly compressed
image is somehow closer to the uncompressed one.
Algorithm 2 is used to reduce the number of zero coefficients in
singly compressed JPEG image J . The resultant image after ap-
plying this algorithm is an approximated image J

′
, that is statisti-

cally similar to its original uncompressed version. It is difficult to
differentiate between the approximated image and the original un-
compressed image. Now, a portion J

′
crp from J

′
gets cropped and

inserted into an uncompressed image U . The resultant image J
′
P is

re-compressed using quality factor Q1 (applying Algorithm 3) to

obtain J
′
Q1

. There may be some forensics traces left at boundary
positions where J

′
crp is inserted. To remove such traces image J

′
Q1

gets decalibrated. For decalibration, initially, the size of the image
is increased by few rows and columns then further gets reduced to
its original size to obtain the adversarial image JA. Fig. 1 shows
the block diagram of our proposed framework.
The proposed adversarial approach shows the existing loophole
in [12]. It also demonstrates that if the image gets modified using
the proposed adversarial technique,the forensics scheme [12] com-
pletely fails to detect JPEG ghost (tampered regions) in a forged
image.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS
The standard Uncompressed Color Image Database-(UCID-V2)
[27] has been used for experimental evaluation of our proposed
anti-forensics framework. The database comprised 1338 uncom-
pressed TIFF images of size 512× 384.
To simulate the forgery, a central portion from each uncompressed
image gets cropped. Subsequently, the cropped portion gets JPEG
compressed with quality factor Q0. In the next step, the compressed
portion is reinserted into the original uncompressed image, and the
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Table 1. JPEG Ghost detection accuracy (%) before anti-forensics.
Image Quality Difference (Q0 −Q1)

65− 85 60− 85

Forged
region

Accuracy(%) Threshold Accuracy(%) Threshold

200×200 96.00 0.44 97.00 0.46
128×128 94.00 0.49 95.00 0.50

whole resultant image gets recompressed with quality factor Q1

(where Q1 > Q0) to obtain the forged image.
JPEG toolbox [26] for MATLAB has been used to read the de-
quantized DCT coefficients from a JPEG image. All other opera-
tions have been performed using the MatLab functions of image
processing.
For generating the forged image dataset, two different size of
forged region patches, i.e. 200× 200 and 128× 128 has been con-
sidered . For each type, the primary compression quality factor Q0

is selected as 60 and 65 for the cropped region, whereas, the sec-
ondary quality factor Q1 to compress the entire image is selected
as 85. Thus, the difference between JPEG qualities Q0 and Q1 are
25 and 20 respectively.
Here, Q0 ≤Q1 implies that the initial quantization step size for the
manipulated area is higher as compared to the secondary quantiza-
tion step size for the remaining portion of the image. This tamper-
ing looks smooth for the human visual system and does not jumble
any JPEG blocking statistics.
The proposed technique follows the assumptions made by [12] that
the same JPEG quantization tables were used to create and test an
image. Further, it was also assumed that there is no shift in the
tampered region from its original JPEG block-lattice. The effect of
these assumptions is not detrimental to the efficacy of detecting the
JPEG ghosts.
For detection of JPEG ghost, the forged image iteratively gets re-
compressed with quality Q2 (where Q2 ∈ (30, 31, ..., 90)). The
difference between the image saved at Q1 and each version of the
image re-compressed at Q2 was calculated using Eq. 3. The K-S
statistics was used to compute the statistical dissimilarities between
the image’s central region and the rest of the image using Eq. 4.
If the K-S statistics for any Q2 exceeded a predefined threshold,
the image was classified as tampered. The values of Q0 = 60, 65,
Q1 = 85, and the forged region with size 200×200, 128×128 are
considered for the experimental evaluation, as, the forensics tech-
nique proposed by [12] achieved maximum tamper detection accu-
racy at these combination.
Linear Support Vector Machine (LSVM) classifier has been applied
on K-S statistics of original images and tampered images. Initially,
original and tampered images are collected as a single image set.
Further, it is divided into training and test sets using stratified 5-
fold split criteria for cross-validation of the results. Table 4 shows
the JPEG ghost detection accuracy and a threshold value when the
proposed adversarial technique has not been applied to the forged
images.
Figs. 3-6 show the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve
of JPEG ghost detection accuracy of images having forged region
of size 200× 200 and 128× 128 whereas the image quality differ-
ences are of 25 and 20, i.e. Q0 = 60, 65 and Q1 = 85.
The LSVM classifier has been trained using K-S statistics of orig-
inal and forged images and based on this trained model the class
label of the adversarial attacked image has been predicted. Table 4
shows the JPEG ghost detection accuracy and Peak Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (PSNR) of the manipulated region when the proposed ad-
versarial technique and standard anti-forensics method [29] have

Fig. 3. JPEG Ghost detection accuracy for images having 200×200 forged
region with 65-85 quality difference

Fig. 4. JPEG Ghost detection accuracy for images having 200×200 forged
region with 60-85 quality difference

Fig. 5. JPEG Ghost detection accuracy for images having 128×128 forged
region with 65-85 quality difference

been applied to the manipulated region. The PSNR values have
been measured in decibel (dB) units and obtained by comparing
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Fig. 6. JPEG Ghost detection accuracy for images having 128×128 forged
region with 60-85 quality difference

Table 2. JPEG Ghost detection accuracy (%) and PSNR after
anti-forensics.

Image Quality Difference (Q0 −Q1)
65− 85 60− 85

Attacked
region

Accuracy(%) PSNR(dB) Accuracy(%) PSNR(dB)

(a) Proposed Method
200×200 46.34 37.83 45.27 37.60
128×128 49.21 37.87 48.43 37.67

(b) [29] Method
200×200 23.23 27.32 17.17 27.09
128×128 33.33 27.63 34.34 27.51

the attacked image with original images of the UCID color images
database.

4.1 Observations
JPEG ghost detection [12] technique is quite effective in explicit
detection of a forged region that was initially compressed at a lower
JPEG quality whereas the entire image including the forged region
got re-compressed in a higher JPEG quality. The steps followed
to detect such a region are as follows: (i) simply re-save the im-
age under examination (let I) with multiple JPEG qualities (let IQ,
where Q ∈ 30, 31, ..., 90), (ii) Compute the difference between I
and each version of IQ by Eqs. 1-3, (iii) The computed difference
is used to detect the local minima that are spatially localized. The
observed minima are highly prominent and can be easily traceable
by the forensics process. (iv) The difference between tampered re-
gion identified in the previous step and the rest of the image is
computed using the K-S statistics by Eq. 4. The images of the
standard UCID color image database [27] have been used for the
experimental evaluation of the proposed framework. The standard
counter-forensics[29] has been also applied to the images of the
same database to compare the results with the proposed adversarial
framework.
The forged images with manipulated regions of size 200×200 and
image quality difference 20, 25 have achieved 96% and 97% accu-
racy respectively. Similarly, the forged images with a manipulated
region of size 128× 128 and image quality difference 20, 25 have
achieved 94% and 95% accuracy respectively. It can be observed

that for images with a larger forged region and higher quality dif-
ference, the ghost detector performs better. Whereas, with a smaller
forged region and lower quality difference the accuracy of the de-
tector falls. Farid et al. reported this observation in their work[12]
and using 5 fold cross-validation we also validated the results.
While considering the attacked images generated using the pro-
posed adversarial approach, the JPEG ghost detector behaves ran-
domly. The detection accuracy for the attacked images with ma-
nipulated regions of size 200 × 200 and image quality difference
20, 25 have achieved 46.34% and 45.27% accuracy respectively.
Similarly, the attacked images with manipulated regions of size
128 × 128 and image quality difference 20, 25 have achieved
49.21% and 48.43% accuracy respectively. It can be observed from
the results that the detection accuracy of the JPEG ghost detector
ranges between 45% to 50% in the case of attacked images, i.e. the
classifier behaves like a random classifier. Also, the attack seems
more powerful if the size of manipulated region increases. The re-
sults prove that the proposed adversarial technique is successful to
make the classifier behaves like a random classifier which has ear-
lier achieved 94% to 97% accuracy.
The experimental results of the standard [29] anti-forensics method
are as follows. The detection accuracy of the attacked images with
manipulated regions of size 200 × 200 and image quality differ-
ence 20, 25 have achieved 23.23% and 17.17% accuracy respec-
tively. Similarly, the attacked images with manipulated regions of
size 128 × 128 and image quality difference 20, 25 have achieved
33.33% and 34.34% accuracy respectively. Although Stamm et
al.[29] scheme brings down the accuracy to a farther lower level,
it is not capable to make the classifier behaves randomly as our
proposed adversarial scheme does.
The adversarial images generated by our proposed scheme
achieved higher PSNR values as compared to the standard Stamm
et al. scheme. While considering the attacked images with manip-
ulated regions of 200× 200 size with image quality difference 20,
25, the observed PSNR values are 37.83 and 37.60 dB respectively
for our proposed scheme. Whereas for Stamm et al. scheme-based
attacked images the PSNR values are 27.32 and 27.09 dB respec-
tively. Similarly, While considering the attacked images with ma-
nipulated regions of 128 × 128 size with image quality difference
20, 25, the observed PSNR values are 37.87 and 37.67 dB respec-
tively for our proposed scheme. Whereas for Stamm et al. scheme-
based attacked images the PSNR values are 27.63 and 27.51 dB
respectively.
Thus, it can be observed that the PSNR values for the images gen-
erated by our proposed technique are much higher than the stan-
dard Stamm et al. [29] scheme. Therefore, the visual accuracy of
attacked images modified by the proposed adversarial technique
is much better as compared to the standard counter-forensics[29]
method.

5. CONCLUSION
Traces of multiple JPEG compression in a single image indicates
the presence of forgery. Several forensics schemes are proposed
in the existing literature to detect such forgery by identifying the
JPEG compression history. In this paper, one such scheme [12] is
considered, that used the presence of local minima in DCT coef-
ficients distribution to identify the forgery. The experimental eval-
uation demonstrated that the presence of local minima can easily
be altered without degrading the visual quality of an image and
the altered image can easily deceive the said JPEG ghost detec-
tion scheme. The proposed method efficiently distorts the statisti-
cal footprint of primary JPEG compression in a JPEG image. Thus,
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further recompression of that image with higher JPEG quality will
not embed the statistical artifacts of double JPEG compression. The
lack of statistical footprints makes the forensics detector blind. The
proposed adversarial method can be further extended to deceive any
double JPEG detection schemes by incorporating an improved DC
approximation method.
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